
Inspired designs & superior craftsmanship.  
 To enrich your lifestyle. 



With River Run Cabinetry, the kitchen you imagine can be 
yours. Meeting your demand for craftsmanship and quality. 

Reflecting your style, serving your passion, and setting the 
stage for gracious kitchen living.

Every detail and construction feature of River Run cabinets is a product  

of superior design and engineering. From the all wood construction and 

quality hardware, to the detailing glazes and lustrous Valspar finish,  

River Run Cabinetry will bring beauty and enjoyment for years to come.

River Run has carefully selected our offering to bring out your  

personal style in your kitchen. Focusing our skill and expertise on making  

our cabinets the best you can buy. And the best buy for you.

Take a few moments to browse our design selections. See how your  

personal vision is reflected in everything we do. 

With River Run Cabinetry, your kitchen is a celebration of your lifestyle.  



Lenox Café Glazed



Hampton   
Linen Glazed

Sophisticated yet comfortable, Hampton Linen Glazed graces 
your kitchen with elegance and casual flair. Hampton is a 
soft white door with subdued detailing enhanced by a warm 
glaze, evoking the comfort of a French Country kitchen. 
Hampton Linen Glazed is the perfect cabinet to celebrate 
your lifestyle and spark your creativity.

Hampton Linen Glazed features premium MDF doors and drawer heads, 

preferred as a superior surface for painted styles. Hampton offers all 

wood case construction with finished plywood sides, solid wood dovetail 

drawers, full extension, under mount soft-close drawer glides, real birch 

veneered interiors, full overlay doors and five piece drawer head styling.

Premium MDF door and drawer head 
 with all wood box construction
Drawer Front:  5 piece styling
Reveal:  Full overlay



Bridgewater
Warm Cherry

Bring a sense of regal distinction to your kitchen with 
Bridgewater Warm Cherry. The lustrous deep claret glow  
of Bridgewater is an elegant counterpart for formal interiors 
as well as warm and welcoming traditional applications. 
Bridgewater’s handsomely detailed doors create an atmosphere 
of refinement for any occasion that is sure to charm you  
and your guests. 

Bridgewater Warm Cherry is a birch full overlay applied moulding door  

with mortise and tenon construction and a solid raised center panel. The 

case construction is also all wood with plywood sides, solid wood dovetail 

drawers, full extension, under mount soft-close drawer glides and real birch 

veneered interiors.

Species:  Premium Birch
Drawer Front:  5 piece construction

Reveal:  Full overlay



Lenox
Café Glazed

Gracious warmth and a quiet richness is the ambiance 
of a Lenox Café Glazed kitchen, equally harmonious as a 
background for daily activities or culinary celebrations. 
These traditionally styled cabinets feature distinctive 
moulding detail with a brushed glaze that highlights the 
appealing tones of caramel and honey. 

The beauty of these cabinets is matched by solid engineering and 

construction, with applied moulding door and drawer heads, mortise  

and tenon joinery, European-design hinges and full extension, under  

mount soft-close drawer glides complete with solid wood dovetail  

drawers. Lenox Café Glazed…an inviting blend of color, texture and 

detailing that will make your kitchen a source of pride and endless 

creativity. And help create new traditions in your home.

Species:  Premium Birch
Drawer Front:  5 piece construction
Reveal:  Full overlay



Shaker
Walnut Hand Glazed

Classic Shaker Walnut Hand Glazed cabinetry brings the 
elemental lines and cultivated simplicity of this acclaimed 
style to every kitchen activity – from a quiet cup of coffee to 
a gourmet banquet. Working equally well in traditional, 
mission, urban-transitional or contemporary settings, 
Shaker Walnut Hand Glazed is a blend of straightforward 
style with a deep, lustrous walnut finish. 

Shaker Walnut Hand Glazed is a full overlay birch door with mortise 

and tenon construction. It features all wood case construction with 

finished plywood sides, solid wood dovetail drawers, full extension under 

mount soft-close drawer glides and real birch veneered interiors.

Species:  Premium Birch
Drawer Front:  5 piece construction

Reveal:  Full overlay



Shaker Walnut Hand Glazed



Standard Construction
River Run Cabinetry’s Standard Construction offers many features 

which are considered upgrades in other lines of cabinetry. 
CaSe 

   Traditional face frame construction using select birch.

    Face frames are solid 3/4" thick with 1-1/2" stiles and rails.  
Mortise and tenon joints.

    Sides are birch veneered 1/2" plywood. The interior features  
a clear-coat finish and the exterior is stained to match the 
door. (Hampton interior is painted soft white.)

    Shelves are 5/8" thick birch veneered plywood sealed with  
a clear-coat finish, adjustable and front edge banded.

    For ease of installation, backs are framed with a 1/2" plywood 
hanging rail. Base cabinet backs extend to the floor providing 
optimal structural stability.

DRaweRS
    5/8" thick solid hard wood, dovetail joints  

and clear-coated.

   Bottoms are 1/4" birch plywood fully captured.

    Slides are under mount, full extension soft-close.

DooRS
   Premium full overlay door styles.

   Butt doors on all sizes up to 39" wide.

HingeS 

   Hinges are 6-way adjustable.

Roll TRayS
   Optional roll trays.

   All wood dovetail construction.
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Dillon
Café Glazed

Dillon Café Glazed was created to enhance your everyday 
kitchen activity... the perfect backdrop for a day of creativity, 
or a restful cup of tea. Dillon Café Glazed combines 
crisp, clean surface detailing with the warm tones of light 
cinnamon. Confident yet understated, these cabinets are 
superbly crafted and designed to fit your lifestyle, your way.

Dillon Café Glaze is a traditional reveal style featuring mortise and tenon 

construction. Drawer heads are solid slab construction. Doors and  

drawers come with a back bevel for ease of opening and are accented 

with glazed detailing.

Species:  Premium Birch
Drawer Front:  Slab construction 
Reveal:  Traditional



Finishes
15 Step Process

DillonShakerLenoxBridgewater Hampton

 1) Raw MaTeRial SeleCTion
   We use only premium grade wood in the making  

 of our cabinetry.

 2) PRePaRaToRy SanDing
   All of our cabinetry is assured to have the best  

 possible surface for receiving our finish material  
 through a two step sanding process.

 3) Cleaning
  Each piece of wood is then thoroughly cleaned  
  after sanding to maintain a consistent and uniform  
  surface for the final beauty of your cabinetry.

 4) STaining
   The first coat of finish evens the tone variations  

 of the wood for a more harmonious finished  
 product. The process used is a fine mist that  
 is environmentally friendly by minimizing  
 emissions.

 5) waSH CoaT
   Next, a wash coat is applied to seal the first  

 application of finish and add to the visual depth  
 of the stain.

 6) DRying
  To set the initial finish applications.

 7) HanD SanDing
   This step assures a smooth, level surface to receive  

 the final stain processes.

 8) wiPing STain
   Final stain coat is applied and hand rubbed to  

 enhance the wood grain’s definition.

 9) DRying
  To set the final finish application.

10) SealanT
   Sealant is then applied to assure a smooth surface  

 texture for the top coat.

11) DRying
  To set the sealant application.

12) SanDing
   Every door is then sanded again to remove any  

 raised graining.

13) glazing
   Our glazes add a rich patina and enhance your  

 door’s details. Depending on the technique  
 required to achieve our handsome looks, the  
 glaze is either detailed or hand wiped on the door  
 to emphasize your door’s character.

14) ToP CoaT
   This step assures the beauty of your cabinetry for  

 years to come. Our top coat provides not only  
 durable protection for your cabinetry’s finish but  
 also has anti-yellowing properties to keep your  
 finish crisp.

15) Final inSPeCTion
   All of our products must pass final inspection  

 for color consistency and quality before leaving  
 the finish area.  

 



Quality
We Stand Behind It

What makes your River Run cabinets such an outstanding investment? Our relentless approach 
to quality and craftsmanship. We use premium materials to produce your cabinets. Our construction 
techniques are state of the art, time honored woodworking methods. Every door, face frame, drawer 
head, and virtually every piece of the cabinet is inspected by our experienced Quality Control team. 

waRRanTy  Our ten year limited warranty 

We guarantee your River Run cabinetry and ensure that all component parts and hardware are free from defects in material 

and workmanship under normal use to the original owner for 10 years. Visit riverruncabinetry.com for complete details. 

Sustainability and the use of eco-friendly products are 
important to River Run Cabinetry. These factors guide 
our global sourcing and purchasing decisions. They also 
influence our distribution and shipping procedures to 
reduce waste and minimize non-renewable energy usage.  

River Run’s cabinets have been independently tested and our emission levels 
meet or exceed both European and current Californian standards.

Our state of the art finishing equipment minimizes the impact of our finishing 
process on the environment, and our manufacturing methods minimize raw 
material offal.

SuStainaBiLity



Hampton Linen Glazed



accessories
Simple & Dramatic Detailing 

River Run Cabinetry offers you a full  
complement of accessories to create the simple and  

dramatic details which showcase your individual style. 
Celebrate your kitchen, your lifestyle.

Mullion Doors

Selection of Crown Mouldings

Pilasters & Blocks

Tulip & Bun Feet

Rope & Dentil Moulding

Light Rail Moulding

Roll Trays

Angle Base End Cabinets

Wine Racks

Wall Organizers

Wood Hoods


